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Getting to know YOUR classroom
• Use the Google Sheet link posted in the chat to 

share some information about your online 
classroom(s)!
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Goals
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Synchronous Asynchronous

Whole Class Small Group

Delivery Style

Interaction Style

• Provide alternative platforms for fostering student-instructor 
and student-student engagement

• Provide strategies for building an online classroom 
environment that encourages interaction



The Online Engagement Problem
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Synchronous Students



The Online Engagement Problem
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Asynchronous Students



Zoom Main Meeting Tools

• Microphones
• Reactions for voting
• Chat box
• Communal white board (in 

share screen function)
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• Pros:
– Whole class can participate 

at one time
– No additional platforms

• Cons:
– Instructor facilitation 

necessary
– For students on phones, 

these are not easy to use

Synchronous

Whole Class



Zoom Breakout Room Tools

• Broadcast to all – copy and 
paste instructions to 
quickly send to all groups

• “Raise hand” feature lets 
you know who to check on 
next

• Set up rooms (#, sizes, 
options) ahead of class 
start!
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• Pros:
– Real-time student-student 

discussion
– Staying within the platform

• Cons:
– Non-participating students 

inhibit discussions
– Movement between rooms 

time-consuming
– No “eavesdropping” by 

instructor to identify sticking 
points

Synchronous

Small Group



Google Sheets

• Spreadsheet style set-up
• Easy to set up and share
• Tracks user contributions
• See all group responses in real-

time
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Synchronous

Whole Class• Pros:
– Multiple users editing 

simultaneously
– Can perform calculations or 

plotting in the sheet
• Cons:

– Students can write over or edit 
others’ work

– Text only, no figures
– The spreadsheet format is 

clunky for multiple typed 
questions



Google Forms

• Data summarized into a 
Google Sheet

• Used to collect survey data 
prior to class discussion or as 
feedback on assignments

• Works great for class 
presentation or other 
feedback
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Asynchronous

Whole Class
• Pros:

– Easy to set-up and share
– Data automatically populated 

and updated in Google Sheets
– Students provide feedback 

quickly

• Cons:
– Clunky for real-time 

integration into synchronous 
class



Google Docs
• Use for scaffolded 

worksheet activities or 
group project 
assignments

• Provide each group with 
an individual copy of the 
document
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Synchronous/ 
Asynchronous

Small Group• Pros:
– Editing in real time
– Tracks member contributions and edit 

history
– Instructor can identify where a group 

might be stuck
– Easily summarized in reporting out

• Cons:
– Must be set-up ahead of time for user 

access
– Sketching difficult
– More than 6-7 groups becomes hard to 

keep up with



Google Jamboard

• Online white board
• Good for drawing diagrams 

or annotating figures
• Can have multiple 

whiteboard slides
• Can download as PDF for 

student submissions
• Unlimited boards in Google 

Suite
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Synchronous/ 
Asynchronous

Whole Class/ 
Small Group

• Pros:
– Free to use, log in with 

EKU Google Account
– Collaborate in real-time
– Student groups can create 

their own and share them 
with you

• Cons:
– 25 person limit for 

collaboration



What tools do you use?

• (List them on the Jamboard!)
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Considerations When Choosing New Tools

• How will the tools be used? (synchronous, asynchronous, small 
group, whole class, etc.)

• How easy are the tools to use? (registration, student 
experience, etc.)

• How frequently will the tools be used? (1 time/semester? 
Weekly? Daily?)

• How comfortable are YOU with using the tool?
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Encouraging Engagement

• Create an atmosphere of respect
• Personalize your responses and feedback
• Let lots of people contribute (ground rules for keeping one 

person from taking over the conversation)
• Bring the energy
• Don’t be afraid to make mistakes!
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Questions?
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Cindy Tran, Ph.D., M.S.
Cindy.tran@eku.edu



FlipGrid (not in the Google Suite)
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Asynchronous

Whole Class• Students make/post video 
in response to prompt
– Can respond to each others’ 

videos

• Integrates with Blackboard
• Still only as good as your 

prompt!
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• Pros:
– Faces seen/voices heard
– Students can re-do video if 

they need to
– Great when visuals needed

• Cons:
– Grading time can be lengthy
– Can get rambling thoughts
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